One of the major technical challenges in the animated film WALL • E was creating believable physics for crowds of humans and robots. In numbers as high as ten thousand, our crowd characters participated in a wide variety of scenarios and were seen over a wide range of distances, including close-up. This required us to develop a number of approaches to ensure their physics was predictable and cheap enough to allow interactivity during simulation. To meet this goal we implemented a fuzzy-logic based spring physics system in Massive, which we adapted to drive skeletal chains and key-frame animated motion cycles. We were able to combine this technique with traditional simulation methods, such as Rigid and Soft Body Dynamics to achieve a result that was as compelling when viewed on a whole crowd as on a single close-up tertiary character.
Physics Driving Motion
A defining aspect of crowd locomotion in WALL • E is the characters' ability to effortlessly float above the ground. This applied to robots flying through hallways as well as humans leisurely drifting on lounge chairs. We broke this look down into three main elements: Hover, Anticipation, and Reaction. "Hover" is the naturalistic oscillation in translation and rotation that keeps a floating agent from looking abnormally static (as if balanced between slowly varying forces). Our animators key-framed a canonical hover cycle, which we were able to model using noise functions. We then created a set of parameters per character to define their personality through hover (e.g. a small energetic cleaning robot would have a very high frequency hover, whereas a large lumbering cargo-bot would have broader noise curves) [see video]. Parameterizing our noise in this way allowed our animators to tune our characters' hover personalities to a fine degree. "Anticipation" is the tendency of a flying agent to lean into a turn before actually reaching it, which is a natural reaction for rapid cornering. We modeled this effect in our agent brains by looking ahead of each character's path and measuring the difference in path orientation, which drove lean rotation. Due to the extreme speeds of our agents and frequency of turns, this signal was very jagged. We oversampled and filtered as a post process using a basic quaternion filter. "Reaction" is the natural motion that results from physical forces being applied to the character, as opposed to the intent of the character at that time. We discovered that these effects can be well modeled using spring dynamics. Rather than use a physical simulator, however, we implemented this system within our characters' Massive "brains", using fuzzy logic * e-mail: pkanyuk@pixar.com, cl@pixar.com nodes. Our fake-physics was successful because it was stable, allowed for interactive playback with large numbers of characters, and was easily parameterized to provide controls based on distance to camera and other metrics. Our spring model is a filtered, shifted, and scaled version of the original signal, added to a second version that is negated and halved in magnitude with double the filtering and offset. This is in effect, a two oscillation spring that is rapid to run and easy to tune, if physically inaccurate. Our typical character's brain contained a spring for rotational and translation acceleration for bounce, and rotational and translation velocity for leaning and banking. The outputs were then layered on top of the existing animation (see video). This provided convincing reaction of the root transforms for each character, but many robots had limbs that would naturally react to forces differently to the body as a whole. To model this, we used the same fuzzy logic springs but applied to individual joint rotations with varying amplitudes and frequencies. We added more filtering and delay as the joints got further down the skeletal chain (see video).
Physics Driving Acting
The climactic sequence of the movie involved a scene with complex physical interaction between thousands of characters -we couldn't fake this one! Accordingly, we decided to integrate a rigid body simulation engine into our system. This provided us with the root transformations of our characters, on top of which we layered motion cycles and procedural animation. To do so, we used the same fuzzy logic spring designed for locomotion "reaction". In addition to creating simple reaction rotations, the outputs of the spring were used to drive animation blends between custom motion cycles. As a result, the physical forces measured by the springs would appear to influence the motion of the character. For instance, for a single acting clip -"panicked flailing", our animators produced a version of it under the influence of forces from the 6 axis directions. Then, based on the magnitude and direction of translational acceleration, the characters would blend their flailing accordingly (see video). This allowed us to use the results of the rigid body simulation to influence the acting of our agents, bringing the crowd to life (See video). Once we had the correct acting we were able to apply a soft body simulation to the close up characters who required it. All in all, we have found that brain based springs allows for rapid iteration and tuning of physics on very large crowds, and that rigid body dynamics is a valuable tool for driving key-frame animation to create compelling simulations. 
